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LaRouche Candidates Lead
Drive for Return to FDR Policies
by The Editors
July 20—With a sense of urgency defined by LaRouche’s forecast of a new financial meltdown, if
Obama is not removed by some time in September, the
national campaigns of Congressional candidates Kesha
Rogers, Rachel Brown, and Summer Shields have taken
off the gloves, exposing their opponents as fronting for
Obama and his fascist policies. The three LaRouche
Democrats are hitting the streets, and going door-todoor, with the message that the implementation of
FDR’s Glass-Steagall banking principle, and the removal of Obama, are the indispensable tasks to be accomplished this Summer, if the nation is to survive.
In each of the campaign areas—San Francisco,
Houston, and Boston—the population’s response reflects a growing disillusionment with the President,
whose policies on the economy, NASA, and the war in
Afghanistan represent a full-scale assault on the welfare of the people. Even those who have previously
gone into paroxysms of hysteria over LaRouche PAC’s
famous Obama-stache poster, often now have to admit
that the President’s policies are fascist—even though
they still don’t like the truth to be told.

Challenge To Join Impeachment Drive
On July 8, Kesha Rogers, the Democratic candidate
for the Texas 22nd C.D., issued an open letter to her
GOP opponent, Pete Olson, demanding that he join her
in calling for the impeachment of Obama. The district is
home to NASA’s Johnson Space Center, which is scheduled for major cutbacks, in light of Obama’s declared
intention to de-fund manned space flight. Olson, while
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on record against the NASA cuts, has been sticking to
business-as-usual, as the President goes ahead with illegal cuts in contracts and jobs.
“Unless you’re willing
to force Obama out of
office, and reinstate GlassSteagall, you’re just not
serious about saving
NASA’s manned space
program,” Rogers declared.
“My campaign has
been built on the necessity
of impeaching Obama in
LPAC-TV
order to save NASA, but
Kesha Rogers
as recently as two days
ago, you reiterated your
defense of Obama, saying there’s no cause to impeach
him.
“Representative Olson, under Obama’s policies, we
are now losing the technical capabilities to make scientific advancements; we are now laying off the most
highly skilled engineers, manufacturers, and scientists
in the country. . . . The unemployment of these workers
will transform whole communities into ghost
towns. . . .
“Why are you still trying to negotiate with a Nero
personality, whose stated intentions, and now actions,
are to illegally shut down the greatest of American scientific achievements, and bankrupt our nation? The
American people recognize that Obama is actively deEIR
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stroying their future, and that is why there is massive
grassroots support, in my campaign for his impeachment. The American people recognize Obama’s blank
check to Wall Street and the City of London, while simultaneously forcing austerity on the people, is literally killing them, and that is why there is widespread,
bipartisan support, in my campaign to reinstate FDR’s
1933 Glass-Steagall Act. The American people recognize that any serious economic recovery on Earth requires going to the Moon and Mars.
“Therefore, I am calling on you to join with me, in
demanding Obama’s immediate resignation or impeachment, as the first step to solving the economic
crisis. . . .”

This Frank Ain’t Kosher
LaRouche Democrat Rachel Brown, running in the
Sept. 14 Massachusetts Democratic primary for Congress against Rep. “Bailout Barney” Frank, has already
landed a devastating blow against her opponent, by exposing his outright lies about his stance on Glass-Steagall. Frank, who claimed in a debate with Brown, that
he voted against the repeal, was caught on the Congressional record lavishly praising the revocation of the
FDR-era protection.
Brown followed up July 9 with a direct appeal to
Barney, telling him that if he is anywhere near as smart
as he thinks he is, he will join her in demanding just
such action. Brown’s statement, entitled “The Summer
of Our Discontent: Bring Back Glass-Steagall!” read,
in part:
“As millions in the
United States are left
without unemployment
benefits, U.S. states and
municipalities are making
drastic budget cuts, laying
off thousands of necessary workers. . . .
“The Obama Administration, with full support
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Rachel Brown
from Bailout Barney
Frank, is not only refusing
this policy, they are consciously misleading the population, asserting Glass-Steagall to be unnecessary, while
they, instead, flood the system with Monopoly money.
The trillions of dollars being given by the government
to bailout worthless London-Wall Street derivative obligations, is now being placed on the back of the citiJuly 23, 2010
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zens. This must stop. The reinstatement of Glass-Steagall would allow us to wipe these derivatives obligations
off the books, and free banks to lend money for useful
purposes, especially under an international fixedexchange rate system, is to protect the long-term value
of the investments. . . .
“This is why we fought the American Revolution. It
is the right of a sovereign nation to put the interests of
its citizens over the interests of a monetary-financial
empire.
“Bailout Barney, if you think you’re so smart, you’ll
listen to me on this.”

Pelosi Supports Peterson’s Fascism
On July 8, LaRouche
Democrat
Summer
Shields, an official writein candidate against Majority Leader Nancy
Pelosi, blasted the California Democrat for promoting the fascist policy
of billionaire austeritymonger Pete Peterson.
That policy is currently
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being pushed by Obama’s
Summer Shields
National Commission on
Fiscal Responsibility and
Reform (see p. 17), which has been mandated by the
President to come up with massive cuts in entitlements
for the poor, aged, and sick, in order to “cut the deficit.”
Shields said: “The Obama Administration, after
tearing down the U.S. economy, is now demanding a
pound of flesh from you. Last week, Nancy Pelosi,
acting as a henchman for Wall Street and London, bullied the Democratic members of Congress to vote for a
budget that included a provision forcing the U.S. Congress to give an up or down vote to policy ‘suggestions’
made by the fascist Peterson Commission. Some are
saying that this kind of strong-arm tactic has earned her
the title ‘Tom DeLay in a dress;’ the reality is that she
deserves a Hitler mustache just like Obama.
“Among the other policy recommendations coming
from this commission, is the decision to cut Social Security and reduce deficit expenditures to 21% of GDP.
Voting these policies into law would mean bone-crushing austerity and death for U.S. citizens as the world
economy careens into the abyss. . . .”
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